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Date:  Level : AB curriculum Kin to Gr 2 :DEVELOPING 
ATOMATIC RECOGNTION 

Time Frame: 3 to 5 days then regular spaced practice  

Why This? Why This Way?  
Build NUMBER SENSE through the senses: compose decompose, see relationships   
NUMBER IS IN NUMBER     RELATIONSHIPS MATTER 
Develop and apply reasoning to number recognition (moving the dots) 
Build directional, positional vocabulary  

Curricular Links 
Describe, represent number to ten    Conserve number   Translate across materials 
Match symbols to images (number to quantity)  TRUST THE COUNT: automatic recognition of 
quantity to ten is built on subitizing: 2, 3 and 5 do not need to be counted.  
STOP COUNTING START SEEING AND USING COLLECTIONS!!  

 

What will it look like, sound like if students can  COMMUNICATE     CONNECT     PROBLEM SOLVE     REASON   VISUALIZE    ESTIMATE    PERFORM MENTALLY  

What instructional strategies will I highlight: Graphic <--> Words    Pose Probing Questions   Abstract <-->Concrete   Interleaving (Practice)  Problems/Solutions   Student Self Check  

                                            VOCABULARY 
horizontal          vertical        row        column        diagonal 
 
set        collection        five        seven        two        three 
 
subitize       trust the count       to the right of        to the left of  
 
parts    wholes 
 

 

STUDENT PERFORMANCES 
B (Build in student purpose) 
Dot collections are built with students. 
Teacher made collections replace. (blocks and 
Chunkz to compare) 
 
E 
See and describe  parts.I see 2,  3,  5, 4 in a 
collection. 
See and describe the whole. Teachers models, 
paraphrases Gently but consistently challenges 
students to connect parts into  the whole. 
CONSTANT AND CONTINUOUS 
REPETITION.  
Moving the position or direction of the dots 
does not change the quantity.  
 
R 
Students build, circle, move dots.  Make dot 
cards, bingo dabbers, “push 2, push 3” . Keep 
the focus on collection, not counting. Use 
ordered pairs and expressions to label parts. 
Leave equations till automatic recognition is 
confirmed. Play with equal sign 
 
C 
Ways to see 2, 3, 5. Compare expressions.  
2+2+2+1 is also 3 +4, why? Use doubles to 
find 5’s . Relate parts 
 
S Student goal: I recognize and describe number to 10 
using parts and wholes. I can represent my knowledge in 
expressions and equalties 
Teacher goal: Evidence that students are not counting to 
recognize quantities. Students are connecting 
expressions to quantities multiple ways. Students are 
ready to record.  
 
 

Students have 4 file cards and 2 sets of same colour dots…. Invite students to peel and stick 2 dots on a 
card. Just 2. Compare cards. How are they the same, how are they different. Probe for positional 
directional language. Paraphrase student responses. Provide cues and clues. Is this horizontal or vertical. 
Row or column. Far apart or close together? Diagonal or straight? In the corners, in the middle.  
Tell students: The human brain knows 2 without counting. See 2, say 2….. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Invite students to peel and stick a collection or set of 5 dots. Compare cards. How are they the same, how 
are they different. Develop row, column, right, left. Choose some samples from students who collected 
into an arrangement. Point out that 3 and 2 are in 5…. Ask students to see in their collection and show a 
partner. Share as a class. Point out that 4 and 1 are in 5…. Ask students to see in their collection and show 
a partner. Share as a class. Many students will see 2+2+1. Write 2 + 2 + 1 on board. Under it write 4 + 1, 
ask students how they are related. (The lesson is not about writing expressions but that will not stop you 
demonstrating…  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Encourage through the comparing and sharing a focus on arranging collections to make it easy for the eye 
to see and recognize. Demonstrate that 5 in a line is the slowest way for the brain to recognize. (try not to 
see hardest because that challenges some students to want to always show the “hard” way. Lines of more 
than 5 things slow you down and force you to count by ones. Avoid them 
 
 
 

Invite students to peel and stick a collection or set of 3 dots. Compare cards. How are they the same, how 
are they different. Probe for positional, directional language.  
Tell students: The human brain knows 3 without counting. See 3, say 3….. 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Invite students to peel and stick 7. Remind them to think in 2, 3 or 5s. when they put their dots down.  
Watch for students who built easy to see arrangement.  Hold them up and encourage students to explain 
the parts that make their 7. In each collection of 7 students should be able to see 5 and 2, 4 and 3, 6 and 1, 
2,2,2, and 1, 2,2 and 3. 
The focus is not writing equations. You might however want to record the expression students are naming. 
We discussed avoiding the + sign and just showing pairs:  3,4    2, 5     1,6   4,3   2,2,2,1   
This keeps the focus on parts and wholes not equations.  You might also be comfortable with recording 
expressions... So 7 is our whole , then list these under it  
 
 

 

   7 
2 + 5 
3 + 4 
6 + 1 
5 + 2 
4 + 3 
1 + 6 

   7 
2, 5 
3, 4 
6, 1 
5, 2 
4, 3 
1, 6 

In your comparisons stress with students that 
sets of 2, 3, 5 is what the brain trusts. Making 
arrangements is the best way to help your 
brain see and know how many. Lines of 5 or 
more slow your brain. Arrange in collections. 

This work is not about writing equations 
for addition. We are not adding. We are 
relating parts to wholes... 

We can repeat the investigation with 
blocks. Unsnap one place and explain 
your 7. 

If 2 + 5 = 7 then what happens when you 
cover 5? 7 minus 5 equals 2. Read and 
write together 


